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Features:

Amitec STC10 Technical Specifications

Satellite Uplinking Transmitter

Satellite Downlink Receiver

Dimension : 55X34X36 cms. Weight : 12 Kg
Warranty: 3 yrs.

* Emulation of path loss at uplink and downlink
* Emulation of  frequency translation
* High RF output power and low noise
* PLL synthesizer in Transmitter, Receiver and Satellite
* Condenser microphone and speaker for audio link
* Camera and Video to VGA converter Card for video link 
* 2 Dish & 2 Patch  for linear polarization study
* C/N and S/N measurement facility
* Transmit Audio, Video, Digital/analog data, Tone, Voice, 

function generator waveforms etc.
* Receives & demodulates 3 Signals Simultaneously

Frequency : 4 channels in 2.4 to 2.5 Ghz band ;
PLL with frequency selection switch & 
LED indication

Spurious output : - 30 dB typical
RF Output Z : 75 Ohms Unbalanced 
RF output level : +3 dBm nominal with wideband RF 

amplifier with no manual matching 
required

Path Loss       : Upto 35dB variable attenuation
Audio 1   : Int. 1KHz sine wave / Ext Mic

Ext. Function Generator waveform
Audio 2   : Int. 1KHz sine wave / Ext Mic

Ext. Function Generator waveform 
Video  : Analog Camera/VCD compatible
Waveform : upto 5MHz Function Generator 
Digital : Max rate 100KHz typical
Baseband : Transmits 3 signals simultaneously

at each uplink frequency
Processor : PIC16F4 - 8 bit RISC processor 

based PLL with 4 Mhz clock
Bandwidth : 16 Mhz
Modulation : 5/ 5.5MHz Audio FM Modulation

8 Mhz Video FM Modulation
Antenna : Detachable Parabolic dish with mount
Inputs : separate terminals for different  inputs
Power Supply : 100-240V AC 47-63Hz

Frequency : 4 channels in 2.4 to 2.5 Ghz band 
PLL Controlled ISM Band

RF Input Z : 75 Ohms Unbalanced
Sensitivity : -80dBm 
Audio 1out   : Speaker inbuilt/output
Audio 2 out   : Speaker inbuilt/output
Video Out : 5MHz,  1V p/p 
Digital : Max rate 100KHz typical TTL
RSSI Out : Received signal strength output for 

C/N measurement
IF : 479.5MHz
Antenna : Detachable Parabolic dish with mount
Demodulation : receives & demodulates 3 signals 

simulataneously
Power Supply : 100-240V AC 47-63Hz

 

 

Satellite Link Emulator
Transponder Uplink

Transponder Downlink

E-Manual: Installation Video for ease of Learning

Area and Scope of Experimentation:

Frequency : 4 channels in 2.4 to 2.5 Ghz band ;
 PLL Synthesized ISM Band with 

select switch
RF Input Z : 75 Ohms Unbalanced
Sensitivity : -80dBm 

Frequency : 4 channels in 2.4 to 2.5 Ghz band ;
 PLL Synthesized ISM Band
Spurious output : - 30 dB typical
RF Output Z : 75 Ohms Unbalanced 
RF output level : 0 dBm nominal
Path Loss : Upto 30dB variable attenuation
Link Fail : Switch to disable link
Band limiting : 16MHz fixed typical
Antennas : Patch antenna X2
Power Supply : 100-240V AC 47-63Hz
Accessories : Camera, Microphone,  Video to VGA
 converter Card, Cables BNC-BNC X2

* To set up an active & passive satellite communication link 
and study their difference. To study the communication 
satellite link design: process of transmitting a signal to a 
satellite (UPLINKING), reception of same signal via 
satellite (DOWN LINKING) and functioning of 
transponder of a satellite.

* To measure the baseband analog signal parameters in a 
satellite link.

* To measure the signal parameters in an analog 
FM/FDMTV Satellite link. 

* To study the functionality of a satellite MODEM.
* To study the phenomenon of Linear polarization.
* To measure the C/N ratio.
* To measure the S/N ratio.
* To study the effect of fading and measure the fading 

margin of a received signal.
* To measure the digital baseband signal parameters 

in a satcom link. 

Monitor not supplied. Video to VGA 
converter card supplied for Video link.
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Features:

Amitec DXR10 Technical Specifications

Microwave Transceiver:

Software:

Oscilloscope

Fast Fourier transform

Settings

Moving Target Emulator:

E-Manual: Installation Video for ease of Learning

Dimensions: 56X41X18 cms. Weight: 6 kg.
Warranty: 3 yrs.

* Demonstrates the principle of Doppler shift of 
reflected electro magnetic wave from a moving 
object

* Speed, rotation, event counting, level control, contact less 
vibration measurement

* Observation and measurements with software
* Microwave X band operation
* High gain Parabolic antenna provided for narrow

 beamwidth and clutter reduction.
* PC based oscilloscope provided 
* FFT with cursor measurement 

Type : MMIC tranciever with parabolic 
dish antenna.

Antenna Size : 25cm dia with f/d 0.25
Frequency : 10.3 GHz DRO stabilized
Output Level : 0 dBm typical
Sensitivity : -70dBm typical
Output : PC Compatible
Power Supply : 100-240V, 47-63 Hz 

Speed Display : Display in km/hr,miles/hr, 
m/s, rpm, event, Khz

Frequency set : gate time selectable from 10 ms to 
1000ms and frequency threshold 
selectable from 1mV to 1000mV

Oscilloscope : Real time with digital storage
Display setting : Both X and Y position adjustable
Volts/div : Adjustable
Time Base  : Adjustable
Trigger : Auto

FFT : Real time Simultaneous speed 
and frequency display with cursor 
measurement

Scanwidth : Selectable in steps

Activity Log : User defined Start and Stop Event 
Display : Peak to peak voltage display
Annunciation  : audio & visual
Alarm : Adjustable threshold with 
Event counting : With reset to zero
Speed Factor : User settable Hz/(Km/hr)
Counter : In built frequency counter in GUI
Audio in/out : Volume settings; alarm On/Off

Settings
Accessories : Tuning Fork, Buzzer, Turbine Fan, 

Pendulum, Reflector Panel

Range : 0 to 1000km/hr

 DOPPLER RADAR TRAINING SYSTEM DXR10 

List of experiments:
* To investigate the fundamental concepts of Doppler 

radar.
* To setup radar and tune it for best performance.
* To measure speed of a fan.
* To detect the presence of a hidden Time Bomb with the 

help of a Doppler radar.
* To find out the Time period and frequency of a moving 

Pendulum for different lengths.
* To actuate the opening of a door, Traffic signal, Intrusion 

alarm etc. with the help of a radar.
* To measure the units of items being produced in an 

assembly line production unit.
* To determine the presence of moving plasma from one 

electrode to other in a Tube light.
* To detect the presence of transformer hum and find its 

frequency.
* To measure the variable speeds of moving objects 

using Velocity simulator.
* Calibration of Doppler radar using tuning fork.
* To study the reflective, absorptive and transmissive

properties of materials using radar and velocity simulator.
* To find the speed of a moving object with Doppler radar 

from different angles.
* To find the speed of a moving object approaching or 

receding away from radar from different-different angles
* To estimate the size of a moving objects using Radar
* To measure the distance traveled using Radar.
* To find out the presence of a Pedestrian and manage 

Traffic till he walks away.
* To find out the presence of an aero plane with the rotation 

of the turbine of its engine as used by Air Force.
* To study the use of radar in detecting respiration and heart 

beating.
* Study of climatic conditions of atmosphere  cyclones, 

Clouds, tornado using a Doppler radar.   


